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ABSTRACT
While mid-air gestures are an attractive modality with an
extensive research history, one challenge with their usage
is that the gestures are not self-revealing. Scaffolding techniques to teach these gestures are difficult to implement since
the input device, e.g. a hand, wand or arm, cannot present
the gestures to the user. In contrast, for touch gestures, feedforward mechanisms (such as Marking Menus or OctoPocus)
have been shown to effectively support user awareness and
learning. In this paper, we explore whether touch gesture
input can be leveraged to teach users to perform mid-air gestures. We show that marking menu touch gestures transfer
directly to knowledge of mid-air gestures, allowing performance of these gestures without intervention. We argue
that cross-modal learning can be an effective mechanism for
introducing users to mid-air gestural input.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Within the field of human-computer interaction, gestural input has been an active area of investigation for many years.
Gestures can be either performed on a surface, captured
via touch sensing or some form of tracking, or they can be
performed mid-air and captured via worn or environmental
sensors and trackers. Mid-air gestures are an attractive mode
of interaction in the context of internet of things (IoT) and
ubiquitous computing environments (ubicomp). Free space
gestures have the ability to provide eyes-free input, a benefit
for many IoT devices that do not have a display to guide users,
e.g. a smart light-bulb or smart thermostat. In ubiquitous
interaction scenarios, mid-air gestures can free the external display to hold information pertaining to it’s particular
context, rather than an arbitrary gesture scaffolding.
Mid-air gestures are still rarely deployed in practice due
to three primary challenges: reliability in tracking and recognition [21, 22], user fatigue [18, 35], user discomfort [2], and
user awareness [20] (i.e. gestures are not self-revealing [6]).
In this paper, our primary interest is in examining ways we
can address the challenge of user awareness of mid-air gestures; specifically, how can we help users learn an extensive
mid-air gesture set.
One primary advantage of surface gestures with respect to
this challenge is that surface gestures – because they are frequently performed on a display surface via direct manipulation – have a natural visual feedback mechanism via a screen
that allows feed-forward techniques [5] to guide the user to
a particular gesture that they wish to complete. These feedforward, rehearsal-based techniques generally display the
structure or path of a gesture, as in Bau et al.’s OctoPocus [5]
and Kurtenbach et al.’s Marking Menus [23]. Mid-air motion
gestures lack a natural visual display to scaffold gesture learning unless additional hardware is deployed, which, for the majority of work, is accomplished by including displays such as
screens or projections [1, 3, 4, 10, 13, 16, 20, 30, 31, 34, 40, 41].
Requiring a display constrains the interaction environment –
negating IoT contexts (as mentioned prior) and/or consumes
all or part of that display with gesture representations – either permanently, reducing usable display space for other
uses, or temporarily, requiring some means to invoke the
gesture help display. Even in the presence of these training
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Figure 1: Visualization of transferring gestures from touch
to mid-air.

mechanisms, it is often the case that training occurs as a
separate task for the user [8, 20]; in contrast, feed-forward
techniques allow a user to learn the gestures while performing them in context [5, 23].
In this paper we explore whether we can leverage surfacebased gesture representations to teach users mid-air gestures.
Leveraging marking menus [23, 41], we train users in one
of two-ways: 1) We show marking menus on an external
display to reveal gestures to users [20]; and 2) We show
marking menus performed and displayed on a touch-screen
and explore whether users can map 2D actions learned on the
touchscreen onto mid-air actions, i.e. cross-modal training.
We evaluate both the error rate and speed of interaction and
find no statistically significant differences between touch
and mid-air training on mid-air performance of gestures. We
find, somewhat counter-intuitively, that error rate is unaffected for participants trained on a mid-air gesture set using
touch-based training. The only cost we observe in touchbased training of mid-air gestures is in the first block of the
experimental phase of our two-phase (training and experimental phases) study, where participants’ speeds differed
significantly for only that first block as they move from one
modality (touch) in the training phase to a new modality
(mid-air) in the experimental phase [11]. To the best of our
knowledge, this work represents the first instance of evaluating how well touch can be leveraged to train users to
perform mid-air gestures.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Our work sits at the intersection of device-motion gestural
interaction and the learning of gestural interfaces. In this
section, we describe related work in mid-air gesture input,
learning, and marking menus.
Mid-Air Motion Interaction
Early mid-air gesture systems follow a common pattern:
pointing in a direction followed by gesturing to indicate an
action [7, 9, 42]. Wilson and Shafer’s XWand [42] was designed for an intelligent environment, where users would
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point at a location in a room (recognized using stereo-vision)
and then complete a gesture, for example pointing at a television set followed by rotating the wand to indicate volume
up or down. The VisionWand [9] used classical computer vision colour detection and stereo-vision to obtain orientation
information with an extensive gesture set allowing rotations,
pull, push, tap, tilt and selection via a pie menu. All of these
follow the classic multimodal paradigm introduced by Bolt
[7] of pointing followed by action invocation.
Pointing interactions have flourished in gaming systems
with devices like Nintendo’s Wiimote [43], a ray-casting device for interaction mid-air. Input is captured by in-device
sensors including an accelerometer, gyroscope, and IR emitter. Despite the Wiimote being a dedicated ray-casting device,
Pietroszek et al. showed a smartphone had similar performance [29]. Vatavu et al. compared user-defined gestures
through free-form (i.e. hand movement) and via a handheld
device. Users deemed handheld gestures less difficult to execute, which the researchers hypothesize is due to their familiarity with such devices [39]. Jakobsen et al. compared touch
to mid-air techniques for large display interaction. While
their analysis found touch superior, their results suggest
situations where mid-air techniques would be optimal (e.g.
walking to type on a keyboard) [19].
Learning
Cockburn et al. review four domains of research that help
users transition from novice to expert modes of interaction
[11]. Two of these are applicable to the current work: intramodal improvement, which is concerned with the performance improvement of a single interactive method, and
intermodal improvement, which is concerned with ways to
assist users in switching to a faster method of accessing a particular action - in this case, switching between surface and
mid-air interaction of the same interactive method. While
intermodal involves switching to a faster method, the initial
switch in input method is often accompanied by a dip in
performance [11, 33]. The intramodal improvement domain
includes rehearsal based interfaces, which have long been
used to guide users on how to perform gestural interaction.
The principle of rehearsal states that “making physical actions in novice actions as similar as possible to the form of
the expert’s actions will facilitate skill development” [11].
In their seminal work on the Charade system, Baudel and
Beaudoin-Lafon [6] note that one primary problem with midair gestures is that gestures are not self-revealing - the user
must know the set of gestures that the system can recognize
and their associated functionality. Most often, systems designed to teach mid-air interaction techniques require the
use of additional hardware to reveal gestures to the user,
usually in a visual [1, 3, 4, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 20, 30, 34, 36, 40],
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auditory [25, 30], or haptic form [30, 34]. Mirrored representations of the user are one common form of user training
[1, 3, 4, 12, 13, 20, 31]. In terms of ubiquitous public display
interaction, Vatavu suggested not requiring users to learn at
all, but, rather, to use a preferred, familiar gesture set that is
individual to each user. For example, a user who often uses
a Kinect gaming system may use mid-air gestures that they
have used previously, where as a user who only uses touch
screen manipulations such as pan, tap, or pinch could use
those gestures [37].
Marking Menus
Intramodal improvement is often embodied as a rehearsal
based interface, leveraging feed-forward techniques to guide
users on how to perform interaction. One of the most well researched examples of a feed-forward, rehearsal-based input
is Kurtenbach et al.’s Marking Menu [23, 24], which uses directional gestures (or “strokes” on a 2D surface) to indicate a
selection in a hierarchical menu. Users begin to learn through
a graphical representation of the menu, displayed as they
perform the directional strokes. The marks used to activate
commands are not self-revealing [24]; therefore learning a
mark involves memorizing it’s mapping to a command, like
an accelerator key but lacking a mnemonic device. Once
users memorize the spatial content of the menu, they no
longer need the visible menu, and interact based on associating the directional strokes to the desired selection. Thus, the
user performs an identical interaction, whether the GUI is
visible or not.
While marking menus are a relatively straight-forward
set of two-dimensional gestures, significant work exists in
exploring their use in mid-air interaction [26, 41]. As one
example, Oakley et al. conceptualized a mid-air motion marking menu, using a smart device, with a 90 degree range of
motion [26, 27]. In a between subjects study, they used a
feed-forward UI either on a distant screen (a laptop in front
of the user) or on the smart device [27]. They note the local
screen was more difficult to observe, due to the nature of the
interaction, and that participants found it more time consuming to read experimental instructions. However, performance
was not greatly effected by screen placement [27].
User interface guidelines such as those for Microsoft’s
Windows and Google’s Android stress the importance of
consistent touch gestures across applications so that users
can transfer knowledge between different contexts [14]. A related question is whether, if the gesture is consistent across
modalities, touch and device motion, i.e. in the same 2D
shape, users can transfer this knowledge from one modality to another. In other words, it is an open question as to
whether rehearsing a touch-based gesture can serve as an
effective guide to learning mid-air motion paths.
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Synthesis and Problem Space
The above observations give rise to a rationale for exploring
cross-modal training. First, we believe, alongside many past
researchers, that mid-air gestural interaction is effective in
interactive environments because it supports target selection
and action in a single, unified input modality. Second, marking menus are an effective and elegant way to scalably learn
rich command sets due to their ability to map commands
into submenus that can be represented as compound actions
to be sensed and captured. Finally, while personal devices
– via motion gestures [26, 32] – are an effective means of
capturing and mapping gestural commands, as Oakley et al.
note [27], there are challenges with teaching users mid-air
inputs using a touchscreen representation because, during
performance, the screen may not be visible. For us, the attendant question is then: Can we leverage touch-based marking
menu training to teach users mid-air marking menu input?

3

ASSESSING TOUCH-BASED TEACHING OF
MID-AIR GESTURES
In past work, the primary mechanism for providing feedback
and teaching users to perform mid-air gestures is through
a visual representation of the current and required movement path, typically via an external display [1, 3, 4, 10, 12,
13, 16, 20, 30, 40]. While this makes sense in environments
where external displays exist, in other environments (e.g.
environments populated with IoT artifacts), it may be the
case that the environment does not have physical displays
and provides output more subtly. The other tension within
this space is, if we wish to train with surface gestures, then
why move to motion gestures? We believe that, alongside
motion gestures representing an effective means for combining target and command, motion gestures can serve as an
eyes-free shortcut to command with the attendant benefit
that the touchscreen is not impacted. We view motion gesture input as a form of short-cut, analogous to a system-wide
hotkey, to support dedicated gestural input.
While our earlier discussion treated mid-air gestural input
as a generalized input modality, in our evaluation we focus
specifically on motion gesture input, i.e. mid-air gestural
input where the user moves a mobile device in order to issue
commands. Our rationale for this is similar to that of Vatavu
et al. [38]: users are familiar with their personal devices,
almost always have them with them, and we can leverage
the display as an opportunistic training platform and as a
convenient, on-hand, input sensor to capture interactions.
That said, we believe our results should generalize to barehand mid-air input, provided the environment supports handtracking to capture gesture input.
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In this section, we describe participants, apparatus, and
an experiment that explores the comparison of touch and
mid-air training of mid-air gestures in detail.
Participants
Fourteen participants between the ages of 21 and 28 volunteered for the study. Average age was 24.47 (SD = 2.36). Six
participants identified as female and the remaining eight
identified as male. Participants were remunerated $15 for
their participation. 13 participants were post-secondary students and one was a teacher. Five participants had experience
with marking menus (e.g. Maya, Pinterest for iPad, or other
application contexts) and the remaining nine did not.
Apparatus
The visual interface was displayed either on an ASUS PB287Q
monitor with 1080p resolution using an Nvidia Shield TV
running Android 8.0 or on a smartphone. Participants interacted using a Huawei Nexus 6P running Android 8.0, with
dimensions: 159.3 × 77.8 × 7.3 mm, a weight of 178g and
a 5.7" screen. Cross-device communication was facilitated
through a dedicated WiFi network.
Mid-Air Pointing
Mid-air interaction was captured through sensor fusion on
the mobile device, i.e. obtaining rotation of the Android
smartphone as described in [28]. Our rotation technique
maps changes in device orientation on the Yaw and Pitch
axis, which can then be converted to a 2D position relative
to the center of the display. Participants were asked to keep
the device’s roll with the screen facing up within 45 degrees
in each direction, as this facilitated stability in orientation
detection.
Task and Stimulus
The experiment was a 2-factor between-subjects experiment.
Participants completed a demographic questionnaire followed by a two phase study, a training phase that leverages
touch of mid-air followed by an experimental phase involving mid-air input.
In the training phase participants had a visual representation of a 4 × 4, 16 item marking menu. For each trial in
the training phase, a prompt was displayed on the top-left
corner of the screen indicating what selection to make. Participants selected a command based on the prompt, which
then displayed on the top-right hand side of the screen, in
either green with a check-mark or red with an ×, to indicate a correct or incorrect selection, respectively. Each new
prompt was one of 8 items from the marking menu and only
displayed upon correct selection. Prompts were presented in
random order for each block. Short breaks were given every
32 correct selections (4 blocks). The training phase consisted
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of 20 blocks of 8 selections for 160 selections in total. Participants were assigned to one of two conditions in the training
phase, either Touch or Mid-Air, as follows.

• Touch: Participants learned the marking menu via a
touch interface on mobile device. They were instructed to
press their finger down on the screen, navigate through
the menu (drawing a gesture on the screen), until they
have reached the item they wish to select. Once they have
completed the gesture, they release their finger. The experimenter gave a brief demonstration with no interface on
the mobile device’s screen of how to complete a gesture.
The interface was displayed on the mobile device screen.
• Mid-Air: Participants learned the marking menu via an
external display positioned in front of them, motivated by
prior work [1, 3, 4, 10, 12, 13, 16, 20, 30, 40]. They were
instructed to navigate through a menu, using a mobile
device as a “wand” to point where to select on the screen.
Their movement path was displayed on the screen as they
completed a motion. To begin a gesture, they press down
on the volume down button on the device. When they
have completed the gesture, they release the button. The
experimenter gave a brief demonstration with no interface
on the monitor of how to complete a gesture. Menu and
motion path are displayed on the external display (to avoid
obfuscation as in the Oakley et al. training [27]).

In both conditions, participants were asked to learn the menu
as best as possible, because in the experiment phase they
would have to complete the gestures in Mid-Air with no visual interface guiding them. In the training phase participants
were required to select the correct target before moving to
the next selection.
The experiment phase followed the exact procedure of
the training phase, with the exception that no visual marking menu interface was displayed (Figure 2c) and prompts
changed upon every selection made (regardless of correctness, to keep a consistent experiment time and reduce frustration in the case participants did not learn the menu). The
experiment phase was always conducted with Mid-Air gestures. Prompts and correct/incorrect indicators were displayed on the external monitor. The experimenter gave a
brief demonstration with no interface on the monitor of how
to complete a Mid-Air gesture, but participants were not
permitted to confirm whether or not their interpretation was
correct.
In each phase, participants were permitted a break after 32
(4 BLOCKS × 8) selections. After each phase, both training
and experiment, participants completed the NASA-TLX [17].

Touch to Mid-Air

(a) Training phase interface
for the Touch condition,
showing the dragged motion path in white.
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(b) Training phase for the Mid-Air con(c) Experiment phase interface, always
dition on a monitor (external display),
in Mid-Air on a monitor (external disshowing the movement motion path (i.e.
play). No visual guidance is provided.
pointer path) from the mobile device.
Figure 2: Interface displays used in the study.

Design and Analysis
Our 2-factor between-subjects experiment included the following parameters: Training Condition (Touch vs. MidAir, between-subjects), × Blocks (20) × commands (8) ×
participants (14) for a total of 2240 command selections in
the experiment phase.
Our analysis focuses on whether cross-modal training (i.e.
learning mid-air gestures via touch input) is as effective as
learning mid-air gestures via mid-air training. As a result,
dependent measures are error rate and time to perform midair gestures in the experimental phase of the experiment. We
also assess, quantitatively, whether mid-air training provides
a statistical advantage versus touch training for learning midair gestures, and qualitatively, on how large the advantage
of consistency in training (mid-air to mid-air) is compared
to cross-modal (touch to mid-air) training.
4 RESULTS
Our quantitative analysis consists of the error rate and timing of mid-air gestures. Error rate represents the fraction
of mid-air gestures ([0, 1]) performed correctly in the experimental block given two training conditions – touch or
mid-air training. Likewise, time represents the time from
prompt or from gesture initiation for mid-air gesture input
in the experiment phase given each training condition in the
training phase.
Before beginning our analysis, we performed a power and
sample size determination. We set a threshold of 100ms for a
temporal cost that would represent a significant difference in
temporal performance. The standard deviation of our data set
for time from prompt to selection was 1876ms and time from
beginning a gesture to selection was 804ms. Because our
data was not normally distributed, we applied a log-normal
transform of our data, yielding a normal distribution. We
found that, to support a 95% confidence interval for a 2-tailed
analysis of effects, we required a sample size of at least 5
participants per condition, or 10 participants. Our data set
of 14 participants exceeds this threshold.

Error Rate
Figure 3 shows the fraction of gestures performed correctly
in each condition. When participants train to perform mid-air
gestures via mid-air training, 89% of gestures are performed
correctly; interestingly, with cross-modal or touch training
for mid-air gestures, the rate of correct gestures is slightly
higher, 94%. We performed a χ 2 analysis of error rate and
found that the difference was not significant (p = 0.45),
indicating no significant difference in error rate for mid-air
versus touch training of mid-air gestures.

Figure 3: Rate of correct selections across conditions (error
bars indicate SD).

Time
We ran an independent samples t-test on the mean time from
prompt to selection and mean time from beginning a gesture
to selection for participants in our study. Figures 4 and 5
show the length of time from prompt to command selection
and from beginning of gesture (as measured by displacement
of the device) and command selection. Differences were not
significant (T12 = −0.076, p = 0.94 and T12 = 0.085, p = 0.93
respectively). Upon observation, time from prompt to gesture
was slightly shorter and time to gesture slightly longer for
the touch training condition, but neither measure exhibits
statistical significance.
We also analyzed gesture time per block. One factor that
does seem to differentiate touch-based training of mid-air
gestures is that the first mid-air gesture performed in the
experimental block is significantly slower (longer time) than
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Figure 4: Time from prompt Figure 5: Time from beginappearing to selection across ning a gesture to selection
conditions.
across conditions.

subsequent blocks. Figure 6 demonstrates this effect, a result
of the initial cost of switching modalities [11]. However,
participants quickly converged on equivalent performance,
and, by the second and subsequent blocks, performance was
indistinguishable.

Figure 6: Time from prompt appearing to selection across
blocks by condition.

NASA TLX
Recall after each phase in the user study, training and experiment, we asked participants to complete the six category
NASA Task Load Index [17]. We performed a multivariate
analysis (MANOVA) on reported TLX scores and found no
significance across each study phase (training or experiment)
and each condition (Touch or Mid-Air). These results are
depicted in Figure 7. Between subjects tests indicated significance for reported physical demand scores (F 3,24 = 3.869,
p < 0.05). Post-hoc analysis using Tukey’s HSD indicated
a difference in physical demand between the training and
experimental phase for participants who trained using touch
and between training via touch and the experiment in mid-air
(after mid-air training).
5 DISCUSSION
With quantitative analyses as presented in results, it is often
desirable to examine hypotheses, but, in this work, our goal
was slightly different. We expected touch-based training to
be worse than mid-air training for mid-air gestural input, and
our goal was to quantitatively assess a qualitative question:
How much worse is touch-based training for learning mid-air
input?.
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(b) Experimental phase.
(a) Training phase.
Figure 7: Overall NASA TLX scores across phases and conditions (error bars indicate SD). Training phase conditions
are performing via touch or mid-air. Experimental phase
is always performed in mid-air, conditions are mode which
training phase was completed.

Surprisingly, our results argue that touch training is as
effective as mid-air training to learn mid-air motion gesture
input. There is no statistically significant difference between
error rate and time, and, qualitatively, overall values of performance appear similar in the experimental phase: touch
training results in slightly higher accuracy scores and both
training mechanisms exhibit similar interaction time. Stated
more succinctly, we found that participants were able to effectively learn marking menu gestures through an alternative
mechanism (touch).
Our control condition, of teaching mid-air gestures from
scaffolding on a distant display, echoes findings of previous
literature – users are able to learn bodily motions, gestures, in
particular – through a representation of the required movement path on an external display [1, 3, 4, 20, 30, 31]. Our
result – of cross-modal learning – echoes findings of Kamal
et al., who showed that an alternative mechanism of revealing a gesture (on-device video plus recognizer feedback) was
as effective as instruction via an external display representation of the gesture [20]. We note the difficulty in comparing
our findings with the literature as we are unaware of prior
studies that observe learning free-space (mid-air) gestures
via touch.
In our view, mid-air gestural input as we have formulated
the problem has much in common with keyboard accelerators. Users typically use one, sub-optimal modality (e.g. a
menu or toolbar) to perform commands. However, use of
these sub-optimal commands provides them with an awareness of an expert mode - a keyboard accelerator - that can
sufficiently enhance performance. Cockburn et al. [11], in
studying this learning of expert performance, note that moving from a novice to expert mode may have a performance
cost, and we do see a brief performance cost in our experimental phase during the first block of eight gestures as participants habituated themselves to the new input modality.

Touch to Mid-Air
However, after that one habituation block, participant performance converged to being qualitatively indistinguishable
for the remaining blocks in the experimental phase.
There are some potential slight differences in NASA TLX
ratings that might merit further investigation. In Figure 7,
it is observed that training in mid-air resulted in the lowest
overall average TLX score. Participants who trained in the
touch condition provided some insight of why this may be,
for instance, “the occlusion of the menu by my finger" [P16,
trained via touch]. Since they were aware that they would
have to later perform gestures in mid-air, one participant
noted “learning the gestures on the phone in part 1 was
somewhat stressful” [P10, trained via touch].
Future Work
While our results demonstrate that we can leverage touchbased training to teach in-air marking menus, the marks
represented in marking menus and evaluated in our study
are comprised only of two straight-line segments where the
two segments vary only in direction. One area of future
work is to assess cross-modal gesture learning on more complex gesture sets, including ideographic, alphanumeric and
multi-stroke gesture sets [35] to see if our findings hold. Furthermore, alongside mid-air gestures that can be rendered on
a 2D plane (i.e. planar gestures, as in the gestures by Siddhpuria et al. [35]), one could imagine teaching 3-dimensional
rotation gestures with a hand-held device, where the user
could rotate their finger or add an additional finger to indicate a rotation and we could explore mappings to mid-air
such that non-planar mid-air gestures could be trained via
touch. Another area extending from the current work is the
incorporation of haptic feedback with our cross-modal learning technique [30, 34]. Exploration of this space could include
haptic feedback while learning on a touch surface in an effort
to further ingrain gestures into a users memory, providing
haptic effects while interacting in mid-air, or using both of
these in conjunction to create a more congruent mapping
between modalities.
6 LIMITATIONS
In our study, the participant sample size is limited. To counter
this, we performed a sample size power estimate to ensure
that our sample generates sufficient statistical power to identify discrepancies at the level we wish. Alongside this, we
also note that, qualitatively, sample size is a highly questionable critique given that the error rate for touch training is
actually lower than the error rate for mid-air training and
given that temporal profiles are so similar – again touch
training resulting in lower prompt to selection timing. Thus,
in conjunction with our sample size power estimate, it would
be highly unlikely to identify significant differences with a
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higher sample size, meaning that our likelihood of type 2
error is quite low.
7 CONCLUSION
One challenge with mid-air gesture input is that gestures are
not self-revealing, so to teach users gestures, it is common to
use an external display and/or tracking to provide guidance
and feedback to the user. In this work, we examine whether or
not we can leverage another modality, touch, to teach users
a mid-air gesture set. Leveraging the paradigm of free-space
marking menus, and a smartphone, as a motion-gesturestyle input device, we explore how well learning in touch
transfers to mastery in mid-air input when compared to
learning and performing in mid-air. Our results argue that
transferring spatial knowledge of marking menus between
touch and mid-air exhibits similar performance as obtaining
such knowledge in mid-air, with only minimal, short-term
performance cost.
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